
 
 
 
Week Six - Joseph 
 
I. Joseph in the PIT Genesis 37 
 
What dynamics do we see here in this family unit?  
 
 
II. Joseph in POTIPHAR’S House Genesis 39 
 
The term “the Lord was with Joseph” occurs four times in this chapter.  
What does this tell us about God?  
 
 
III. Joseph in PRISON Genesis 39:20-40:23 
Gen 39:20-23  
 
What do these verses tell us about God? 
 
 
IV. Joseph in the PALACE Genesis 41 
 
Chain of events: 
1.The _____________________ interrupts Pharaoh’s sleep with ____________ disturbing dreams.  
2. Mystified by these dreams Pharaoh demands an_________________.  
3. The former prisoner suddenly ___________________ Joseph and he is immediately called for.  
4. Joseph __________________ the dream and offers ________________advice.  
5. Pharaoh recognizes the Lord’s _____________________ and Joseph’s managerial skills and 
promotes Joseph to oversee Egypt’s economy for the following 14 years!  
 
 
V. Joseph as the PROVIDER for Israel Genesis 42 

Dr. Constable in Sonic Light says, “That Joseph practiced divination is not clear from verses 5 or 15. He may have but 
this seems inconsistent with his character as a man of faith in Yahweh. It also seems unlikely since Joseph had the gift of 
interpreting dreams from God. If anyone needed to resort to divination it would not have been Joseph. Some interpreters 
believe Joseph’s claim was part of his ruse. These references to divination seem intended to impress Joseph’s brothers 

with the value of the cup that had disappeared.” 
 
Gen. 50:15-21  
 
In the Bible and through the life of the Patriarchs we have seen both Divine Sovereignty and human autonomy. 

Man’s freedom to act never cripples God’s redemptive plans. These stories demonstrate that man is fully 
responsible for his choices but that God is so powerful and awesome that He even uses the  

mistakes men make to further accomplish His purposes.  
This story of Joseph demonstrates both the freedom of man and the providence of God. 

 
 


